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I asked by one of my customers, “how do you handle mailboxes for employees who are no longer with 
the company.”   Specifically, they wanted to: 

 Disable the access for that user (call them UserA),  

 Send an auto-reply to the sender informing them that the user is no longer with the company 

 Forward the message to their supervisor (call them SupA) 

In this post, I document my research, testing, and suggestions on how to handle this scenario. 
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1 Strategy  

Based upon my research and my own pondering, I came up with the following strategy and steps on 

how to handle Exchange mailboxes for users who are no longer with the company. 

The first decision is whether you want to keep the user’s Exchange mailbox who have left the company 

on the Exchange server or not.   Some companies may want to keep the user’s mailbox on the server to 

search back into for business purposes (continuity of customer communications, etc.). 

2 Scenario #1:  Keeping the User’s Mailbox On The Exchange 

Server 

If you keep the Exchange mailbox on the Exchange server, then the following steps could be followed. 

 Disable the user Active Directory (AD) account.   This will prevent the user from logging into 

their account. 

 Note on the user’s AD account description that the user is no longer with the company and 

inform the HelpDesk of this procedure.   This is to alert the Help Desk that this user is no longer 

with the company so if they get a call asking to re-enable the account then they are aware of a 

potential security breach. 

 Change the user’s AD account password.   In my testing, I noticed that Exchange takes some 

time (about 10-15 minutes in my testing) to recognize that the account has been disabled.   In 

that window, I was able to log into OWA even though the account was disabled.   To prevent 

access during this window, change the user’s account password. 

 Hide their account from Global Address List (GAL).   This will prevent people from seeing that 

user’s in the Global Address List.   To hide the user in the Global Address Book, open the 

Exchange Management Console.   Go to the Recipients tab, open the user’s mailbox.   On the 

General tab, check the box “Hide from Exchange address list”. 

 

 
 If you want to be able to look through the person’s mail for prior information, then you could 

grant someone access to that user’s mailbox.   To allow this access, right click on the disabled 

employee and then click on Properties.  Go to the Exchange Advaced Tab and then click on the 

Mailbox Rights button.  Add your account in here with the Full Mailbox Access & Associated 

External Account permissions 



2.1 Forwarding the User’s Mail to their Supervisor 
 

I outlined the following steps to forward the user’s mail to their supervisor.   These steps were 

developed using Exchange 2007 (per customer request). 

 Launch Exchange Management Console 

 Go to the Recipient Configuration container 

 Go to the user’s mailbox 

 Double-click it to open the properties page. 

 Go to the Mail Flow settings tab. 

 

 Double-click Delivery Options. 

 

 Note, on the Delivery Options page, I can specify to “forward” this message to another mailbox.   

In the above picture, I set it up to forward the user’s mailbox to their supervisor (tsup1, my test 



supervisor).   In this case, any messages sent to this user will be forwarded to the mailbox 

indicated.   The user who left the company’s mailbox won’t contain the new message. 

 If we check the box “Deliver messages to both forwarding address and mailbox” then both the 

user who left the company and their supervisor’s mailbox will contain the message. 

 

 

 Once the mail has been forwarded to their supervisor, the supervisor receives the mail and it is 

addressed to the original user.   So, the supervisor can create a rule to move the mail to a 

specific folder and/or reply to that message with a message stating that the employee is no 

longer working for the company. 

 

3 Scenario #2:  Removing the User’s Exchange Mailbox 

If your procedure is to remove the user’s Exchange mailbox, then the following steps could be followed: 

 Export the user’s mailbox to a pst file.   This step is optional and is used by some companies to 

keep a copy of that user’s mailbox. 

 Delete the user’s mailbox. 

 If you want the supervisor to get any future e-mail addressed to the user who is no longer with 

the company, then you can add the terminated person’s proxy address to the supervisor’s 

account. 

o Open Exchange Management Console 

o Go to the Recipient Container and open the Supervisor’s mailbox who you want to get 

any future e-mail that is sent addressed to the user who is no longer with the company. 

o Go to the E-mail addresses tab, press Add and enter the SMTP address of the user who 

left the company.   In my example, I used tuser7@irvlab.mtcdemos.net to simulate the 

user who left the company. 

mailto:tuser7@irvlab.mtcdemos.net


 

o By performing these steps, any future e-mail address to the user who is no longer with 

the company will go into the supervisor’s inbox. 

o After testing this method, I noticed that the message appears in the Supervisor’s inbox 

as addressed to them since they have both addresses on the proxy tab.   So, Outlook is 

not able to distinguish the supervisor’s mail from the user who left the company.   So, I 

wasn’t able to create an auto-reply Outlook rule that was specifically targeted at the 

user who left the company. 

o Another option would be to create a new mailbox to handle any user or a subset of 

users who have left the company and add the SMTP address of the users who are no 

longer here to the list of proxy addresses.   This mailbox could have an auto-responder 

rule that replies that the user is no longer with the company.   Then, the supervisor will 

need to be granted access to that mailbox. 

o The supervisor could open that mailbox and review any messages sent and handle them 

accordingly.  

o This hybrid approach could be implemented by department so that potentially each 

department had a person that monitored the mailbox for people who have left the 

company and get new e-mail. 

 

 

4 Appendix A:   Test Scenario 

I setup a lab to test out these scenarios.   I created the following mailboxes. 

 User (test-user-gone):   Simulates the user who is no longer with the company 

 User (test-user-employee):   Simulates another user in the company 

 Supervisor (test-user-supervisor):   Simulates the supervisor of test-user-gone who should 

receive any future e-mail sent to them. 

 External user (test-user-external):   Simulates an external user who is trying to e-mail test-user-

gone (the user who is no longer with the company). 



 

Test 
Case 
# 

Test Description Test Results 

1 Send email from user to user 
(test-user-external to test-user-gone) 

Can send e-mail back and forth 

2 Disable AD account for test-user-gone 
Send e-mail from test-user-external to test-
user-gone 

Can’t login to test-user-gone OWA when 
account is disabled. 
Email from test-user-external received into 
test-user-gone mailbox even though AD 
account is disabled. 

3 Repeat test 2 except enable an Out of the 
Office (OOF) message for test-user-gone 
saying that they are no longer with the 
company. 

I had to enable the test-user-gone’s account to 
set the OOF and then disable it.   Even though 
the AD account was disabled, the OOF 
message was still sent to the person who sent 
the e-mail. 
 
I was still able to login to test-user-gone OWA 
even though the account has been disabled.  It 
appears that there is a lag between when the 
AD account is disabled and Exchange 
recognizes this change and prevents the user 
from logging into OWA.   After about 15 
minutes, I wasn’t able to log into OWA. 
 
I recommend to change the password to 
prevent user from logging in. 

4 Set forwarding addresses on test-user-gone 
user to test-user-supervisor.   Send message 
from test-user-external to test-user-gone. 
 

I wasn’t able to login to OWA.  I guess it takes 
a couple minutes before exchange recognizes 
that the account has AD been disabled 
 
Test-user-supervisor got the forwarded 
message.   Test-user-gone didn’t get any 
message from test-user-external. 
 
Test-user-external didn’t get an OOF message.   
I am thinking that users will only get 1 OOF 
message per a certain interval so it would be 
more consistent to use a Outlook rule to 
always auto-respond to e-mail versus using 
the Out of the Office  
 
 
 

5 Set forwarding address on test-user-gone 
user and also send message to both original 
mailbox and forwarded mailbox.   Send 

I still wasn’t able to login to test-user-gone. 
 



message from test-user-external to test-
user-gone 

Test-user-supervisor got the forwarded 
message.   The to was addressed to test-user-
gone 
 
Test-user-external didn’t get an OOF message 

6 Setup a rule on test-user-supervisor to reply 
to messages sent to test-user-gone with a 
message 

Test-user-supervisor got the message.  I had to 
setup a forward to test-user-employee since I 
can’t setup a reply in OWA interface.   Test-
user-employee got the message. 
 

7 Noticed that test-user-gone was still 
showing up in the address list.   Hid test-
user-gone from the address list. 
 

Test-user-supervisor got the message.   Test-
user-employee got the message. 
 
Noticed that test-user-gone was removed 
from the address list. 
 

8 On test-user-supervisor, add a proxy address 
to the mailbox for 
tuser7@irvlab.mtcdemos.net 
This is to simulate that tuser7 was a user 
who left the company and we deleted their 
mailbox.   Now, I am giving that SMTP 
address to test-user-supervisor 
 
Send message from test-user-external to 
tuser7@irvlab.mtcdemos.net 

Test-user-supervisor receives the message but 
it appears to be addressed to test-user-
supervisor.   Next test case, I’ll create a rule for 
that specific smtp address 
 

9 Create a rule that puts mail addressed to 
tuser7@irvlab.mtcdemos.net into a specific 
folder. 
 
Send a message from test-user-external to 
test-user-supervisor 
 
Send a message from test-user-external to 
tuser7 

Both messages went into the folder.   Meaning 
that OWA wasn’t able to distinguish in its rules 
tuser7 versus test-user-supervisor since both 
proxy addresses are on that user’s account. 
 
Problematic.   
 
To solve this issue, will need to create a 
mailbox specifically for people who have left 
the company and allow the supervisor 
external access to it. 
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